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Summary

Background Antidepressant treatment efficacy is low, but might be improved by matching patients to interventions. At present, clinicians have no empirically validated mechanisms to assess whether a patient with depression will respond to a specific antidepressant. We aimed to develop an algorithm to assess whether patients will achieve symptomatic remission from a 12-week course of citalopram.

Methods We used patient-reported data from patients with depression (n=4041, with 1949 completers) from level 1 of the Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D; ClinicalTrials.gov, number NCT00021528) to identify variables that were most predictive of treatment outcome, and used these variables to train a machine-learning model to predict clinical remission. We externally validated the model in the escitalopram treatment group (n=151) of an independent clinical trial (Combining Medications to Enhance Depression Outcomes [COMED]; ClinicalTrials.gov, number NCT00590863).

Findings We identified 25 variables that were most predictive of treatment outcome from 164 patient-reportable variables, and used these to train the model. The model was internally cross-validated, and predicted outcomes in the STAR*D cohort with accuracy significantly above chance (64.6% [SD 3.2%]; p<0.0001). The model was externally validated in the escitalopram treatment group (N=151) of COMED (accuracy 59.6%, p=0.043). The model also performed significantly above chance in a combined escitalopram-buproprion treatment group in COMED (n=134; accuracy 59.7%, p=0.023), but not in a combined venlafaxine-mirtazapine group (n=140; accuracy 51.4%, p=0.53), suggesting specificity of the model to underlying mechanisms.

Interpretation Building statistical models by mining existing clinical trial data can enable prospective identification of patients who are likely to respond to a specific antidepressant.

Funding Yale University.

Introduction

As few as 11–30% of patients with depression reach remission with initial treatment, even after 8–12 months.1–4 One factor reducing effectiveness of treatment is the inability to personalise pharmacotherapy.1 Clinicians match patients with specific antidepressants via a prolonged period of trial and error, delaying clinical improvement and increasing risks and costs of treatment. The absence of clinical prediction tools in psychiatry starkly contrasts with other areas of medicine, such as oncology, cardiology, and critical care, where algorithmic approaches are common.2,5–7 The absence of clinical prediction tools in psychiatry starkly contrasts with other areas of medicine, such as oncology, cardiology, and critical care, where algorithmic approaches are common.2,5–7 Patients with depression have little experience, and even experienced clinicians might overlook useful information or overweight salient clinical examples.11 Previous attempts to identify clinical predictors of treatment outcome have generally identified a few predictors based on clinical experience, and have investigated their overall effect in a stepwise manner.13 One important study took a slightly different approach, quantifying the effect of nine symptom dimensions derived from a factor analysis.12 However, examination of all potential predictors simultaneously in an unbiased manner (sometimes called data mining) provides an opportunity for discovery. Machine-learning methods are especially well suited for this challenge.13,14 Rather than separately considering the effect of one variable on an outcome of interest, machine-learning methods identify patterns of information in data that are useful to predict outcomes at the individual patient level. Modern machine-learning approaches offer key benefits over traditional statistical approaches (generalised linear models, and even non-linear regression models [generalised additive models]), because (when present) they can detect complex (non-linear) high-dimensional interactions that might inform predictions.
We used a machine-learning approach to predict whether a patient will reach clinical remission from a major depressive episode with a 12-week course of citalopram.

**Methods**

**Study design and clinical trial data**

With data from a large, multicentre clinical trial of major depressive disorder (STAR*D), we built a predictive model, and internally cross-validated the model. We externally validated the model developed in STAR*D in a wholly independent clinical trial cohort consisting of three independent treatment groups (COMED).

The STAR*D trial (ClinicalTrials.gov; number NCT00021528) is the largest prospective, randomised controlled study of outpatients with major depressive disorder. Patients were recruited from primary and psychiatric care settings in the USA from June, 2001, to March, 2008, and February, 2009, across six primary care sites and nine psychiatric care sites. Eligible participants were treatment-seeking outpatients, with a primary clinical (DSM-IV) diagnosis of non-psychotic major depressive disorder. Patients were aged 18–75 years, had a primary DSM-IV-based diagnosis of non-psychotic major depressive disorder, had recurrent or chronic depression (current episode ≥2 years), and had a score of at least 14 on the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D), and aged 18–75 years. Since our study sought to predict initial antidepressant response, we focused on the first treatment stage—a 12-week course of citalopram, a commonly used SSRI antidepressant.

The COMED trial (ClinicalTrials.gov; number NCT00590863) was a single-blind, randomised, placebo-controlled trial comparing efficacy of medication combinations in the treatment of major depressive disorder. Briefly, 665 outpatients were enrolled between March, 2008, and February, 2009, across six primary care sites and nine psychiatric care sites. Eligible patients were aged 18–75 years, had a primary DSM-IV-based diagnosis of non-psychotic major depressive disorder, had recurrent or chronic depression (current episode ≥2 years), and had a score of at least 16 on the 17-item HAM-D rating scale. Exclusion criteria included all patients who had comorbid psychotic illness or bipolar disorder, or who needed admission to hospital. Patients were randomly allocated (1:1:1) to one of the following three groups: escitalopram plus placebo (monotherapy); escitalopram plus bupropion; or venlafaxine plus mirtazapine.

Data for both studies were acquired from the US National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) through limited access data use certificates, as detailed in the appendix (p 1). The appendix contains a detailed description of the statistical modelling pipeline and full inclusion and exclusion criteria for both trials.

**Dataset description**

We took a complete cases approach, including only patients without missing observations. Although patients in both trials were encouraged to visit the clinic every 2 weeks, most patients did not attend every appointment. Our analyses focused on patients for whom a severity score was recorded after 12 or more weeks of treatment. Of the original 4041 patients in STAR*D, 12 had no...
outcome data, and 2044 completed fewer than 12 weeks of treatment, leaving 1985 patients. For COMED, of the original 665 patients, two had no outcome data, and 187 did not complete 12 weeks, leaving 476 patients. We excluded patients with missing baseline data (36 patients in STAR*D and 51 patients in COMED). We trained the model using these final 1949 patients from STAR*D.

425 patients were included for external validation in COMED (escitalopram-placebo 151; buproprion-escitalopram 134; venlafaxine-mirtazapine 140). Baseline depressive severity was similar for the final completer sample (mean Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology [QIDS] severity 15·1, range 2–27, IQR 12–18) and those excluded for missing outcome data (mean 15·9, range 2–27, IQR 13–19). Supplementary last observation carried forward analyses of the STAR*D dataset (n=3518) are documented in the appendix.

**Clinical outcomes**

We assessed outcome measurements according to the 16-item self-report QIDS (QIDS-SR16). We focused on the key clinical target of clinical remission (final score ≤5 in the 16-item QIDS-SR16), in line with previous studies, since it is associated with better function and a better prognosis than response without remission. Since visit weeks differed between the two trials, for STAR*D, final scores were the last available measurement at either 12 or 14 weeks; for COMED, final scores were at 12 or 16 weeks. Prediction of other clinical outcomes of interest (eg, percentage symptom change) would be possible with the same methods.

**Model development**

We constructed and examined all models with repeated ten-fold cross-validation (ten repeats), which partitions the original sample into ten disjoint subsets, uses nine of those subsets in the training process, and then makes predictions about the remaining subset. To avoid opportune data splits, we averaged model performance metrics across test folds. For external validation, we applied the final model built in the STAR*D cohort without modification to predict treatment outcomes in each COMED treatment group separately.

**Predictor selection**

We extracted all readily available sources of information that overlapped for patients in both STAR*D and COMED trials. Information included various sociodemographic features, DSM-IV-based diagnostic items, depressive severity checklists (eg, QIDS-SR and HAM-D), eating disorder diagnoses, whether the patient had previously taken specific antidepressant drugs, the number and age of onset of previous major depressive episodes, and the first 100 items of the psychiatric diagnostic symptom questionnaire. We included 164 variables. Unfortunately, several additional items in the STAR*D dataset were not available in COMED, and vice versa, so they could not be used. The full list of overlapping variables in the two trials is detailed in the appendix.

A key challenge for prediction is to identify which variables to use. A classic solution to this problem is to use a stepwise feature selection procedure, but this approach is slow and prone to over-fitting. We assessed all 164 predictors simultaneously with a data-driven selection method (elastic net regularisation).

Figure 1: Analysis pipeline

In the STAR*D cohort, label level 1 treatment completers according to whether they reached remission or not (1). Set up ten repeats of ten-fold cross-validation (2). Identify predictors that are most predictive of treatment outcome with a data-driven selection method (elastic net regularisation; 3). Use top 25 predictive features to train a machine-learning algorithm to predict treatment outcomes for citalopram (4). Examine model performance in three treatment groups of an independent clinical trial cohort (COMED; 5). QIDS=quick inventory of depressive symptomatology.
method that avoids issues of correlated predictors and over-fitting (elastic net regularisation).26–27 The method has two primary effects: coefficients of correlated predictors are shrunk towards each other, and uninformative features are removed from the model. We used the elastic net model to select the 25 best features from those available using the STAR*D training sample. The concept of nuisance covariates does not apply since all information extracted from the trial was included in the model (that is, all information was of interest). This two-step procedure of preselecting top three predictors of remission were currently being employed, total years of education, and loss of insight into one’s depressive condition (HAM-D loss of insight).

We selected 25 predictors of remission or non-remission according to ranked absolute beta weights in the elastic net model (table 1). The top three predictors of non-remission were baseline QIDS-SR depression severity, feeling restless during the past 7 days (QIDS-SR psychomotor agitation), and reduced energy level during the past 7 days (QIDS-SR energy and fatiguability). The top three predictors of remission were currently being employed, total years of education, and loss of insight into one’s depressive condition (HAM-D loss of insight).

Although it is reasonable to interpret the relative magnitude of predictor coefficients in this case, it is difficult to interpret their direction in this highly multivariate, penalised regression model.

### Predictive model building

We used the 25 predictive features to train a machine-learning algorithm to predict clinical remission. We used a gradient boosting machine, from a class of powerful machine-learning approaches showing success in a range of applications.26–30 Rather than fitting one strong model to a dataset, a gradient boosting machine is built by combining several weakly predictive models to relate the predictors and outcome.31 Crucially, when each successive model is fit, the model focuses on the data that previous models failed to predict. We fitted a tree-based ensemble to the top 25 predictors identified by the elastic net.

We developed a model to detect patients for whom citalopram is beneficial (rather than predicting non-responders). We selected optimum tuning parameters during cross-validation through an area under the receiver-operating curve (ROC)-maximisation process (comparing true positives to false positives). We used the best performing model in the training dataset to generate predictions in the independent validation set. We measured the significance of the model’s accuracy with a one-tailed binomial test of model accuracy relative to the bigger class proportion (null-information rate).32,33 We also measured other relevant descriptions of model discrimination—including sensitivity, specificity, and area under curve (AUC)—at each stage. Figure 1 illustrates the analysis pipeline. All analyses were implemented in R (version 3.1.2). All R-code we developed for statistical modelling is available upon request.

### Role of the funding source

No funding source had any role in the study design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, writing, or submission of this report. The corresponding author had full access to all the data in the study. All authors had the final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.

### Results

We selected 25 predictors of remission or non-remission according to ranked absolute beta weights in the elastic net model (table 1). The top three predictors of non-remission were baseline QIDS-SR depression severity, feeling restless during the past 7 days (QIDS-SR psychomotor agitation), and reduced energy level during the past 7 days (QIDS-SR energy and fatiguability). The top three predictors of remission were currently being employed, total years of education, and loss of insight into one’s depressive condition (HAM-D loss of insight).
We built a machine-learning model with this restricted set of 25 variables. Table 2 contains performance measures of the model during internal cross-validation. The model achieved an average AUC of 0.700 (SD 0.036), suggesting sufficient predictive signal in the 25 questions selected by the elastic net. The majority class was non-remission, comprising 51.3% of patients (null information rate). Overall, the model’s predictions had significant accuracy in predicting outcome in STAR*D patients (accuracy 64.6% [SD 3.2]; p<9.8×10^-33). The model prospectively identified 62.8% (SD 5.1) of patients who eventually reached remission (ie, sensitivity), and 66.2% (SD 4.6) of non-remitters (ie, specificity). Correspondingly, the model had a positive predictive value (PPV) of 64.0% (SD 3.5), and a negative predictive value (NPV) of 65.3% (SD 3.3). Model calibration and ROC curves are provided in the appendix. Results for smaller models, with only ten or 15 predictors, are discussed in the appendix.

To confirm the model’s external generalisability, we applied the 25-item model from the STAR*D citalopram completers (without modification) to patients in three COMED treatment groups separately. The pattern of cross-trial model performance is shown in figure 2, and full model performance metrics are provided in the appendix. The model showed significant predictive performance in both the escitalopram-placebo group (79 remissions; accuracy 59.6%, 95% CI 51.3–67.5, p=0.043; PPV 65.0%, NPV 56.0%), and escitalopram-bupropion group (66 remissions; accuracy 59.7%, 50.9–68.1, p=0.023; PPV 59.7%, NPV 59.7%), but not the venlafaxine-mirtazapine group (72 remissions; accuracy 51.4%, 42.8–60.0; p=0.53; PPV 53.9%, NPV 50.0%). These differences in the predictability of treatment response occur even though the overall treatment efficacies were similar in the three groups (escitalopram-placebo 52.3%, escitalopram-bupropion 49.3%, venlafaxine-mirtzapine 51.4%). For completeness, we applied the same general modelling pipeline to each COMED treatment group separately (appendix). Although both the smaller ten-item and 15-item models performed well in the STAR*D cohort (AUC=0.683), neither showed significant performance in the escitalopram group of COMED (p>0.06; appendix).

We used a parallel approach to predict STAR*D patients’ final QIDS-SR scores directly, rather than by use of remission versus non-remission status. We identified substantial overlap in the top 25 variables identified: the regression and classification models share 16 of their top 25 predictors, and eight of the top ten remain the same. In this format, our STAR*D model explained 17.5% of the variance in final QIDS-SR scores (root mean square error [RMSE] 4.54 [SD 0.20], R²=0.175 [SD 0.052]). Including as one of the 25 variables the total QIDS-SR score measured at 2 weeks after baseline substantially improved all cross-validated performance measures in STAR*D.

### Table 2: Model performance during training and validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>STAR*D (citalopram; internal cross-validation)</th>
<th>COMED (external validation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escitalopram plus placebo</td>
<td>Escitalopram plus bupropion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>64.6% (3.2)</td>
<td>59.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>0.700 (0.036)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p value (AUC-NIR)</td>
<td>9.8×10^-33</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>62.8% (5.1)</td>
<td>49.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>66.2% (4.6)</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>64.0% (3.5)</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>65.3% (3.3)</td>
<td>56.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data are mean (SD). AUC=area under receiver operating characteristic curve. NIR=null information rate. PPV=positive predictive value. NPV=negative predictive value.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion

We developed a model to predict symptomatic remission after taking citalopram, a common antidepressant, with clinical rating data. Our model performance is similar to that of calculators of disease risk, recurrence, or treatment response in various areas of medicine, including oncology and cardiovascular disease. In the context of depression, the model performs comparably to the best available biomarker—an EEG-based index—but is less expensive, easier to implement, and validated in large internal and external clinical trial samples (a direct comparison is not possible owing to the different patient samples). The model was optimised to detect future responders, and improved substantially if a self-reported measure of overall depressive severity after 2 weeks of treatment was included in the model, indicating the possible usefulness of a 2-week prediction update (appendix).
A personalised medicine approach to pharmacotherapy holds promise in treatment of depression, a highly heterogeneous illness for which no single treatment is universally effective, and for which many patients undergo several treatments before an appropriate regimen is identified. From large-scale clinical trials (including STAR*D and COMED), at a population level, about 30% of patients achieve symptomatic remission for a given treatment and episode. However, about 30% of patients achieve symptomatic remission (including STAR*D and COMED), at a population level, the mean accuracy of 23 clinicians in predicting treatment outcome for 26 STAR*D patients was 49.3%, (where chance was 53.9%; appendix).

Our study has some limitations. Our assessment of clinician’s ability to predict outcomes was preliminary, and future work will be needed to better quantify the accuracy of clinical judgment. At present, our model is not sufficiently powerful to justify withholding medication from a predicted non-responder, especially since medication could feasibly be the optimum treatment option for a predicted non-responder. However, a positive prediction is not trivial: compared with the baseline rate of antidepressant response, it more than doubles our confidence that a given patient is going to respond to citalopram (which could potentially confer additional placebo benefits). Performance could be improved by including a greater selection of clinical or behavioural variables—we did not have some demographic variables (eg, income) that have previously been associated with treatment outcome in univariate analyses—and perhaps further still with genetic or brain-based measures together with patient-reported data when training machine-learning algorithms. Crucially, this study offers a statistical pipeline to identify useful predictors from a large number of variables and combine them for clinical prediction.

Firm conclusions cannot be made about the model’s ability to predict differential responses to various drugs studied. No pure placebo condition was used in these trials, and sample sizes in each COMED treatment group are small relative to STAR*D. Future work should assess the extent to which the differential predictive power of this approach for distinct medications reflects the distinctive neural mechanisms probed in these clinical trials, heterogeneity in the underlying neurobiology of depression among the patients who entered the trials, or indeed a more general detection of non-response.

More broadly, the ultimate goal is to identify choice-markers: that is, markers that simultaneously predict response to drug A, and non-response to drug B. Until then, we are guiding choice by sequentially identifying responders and non-responders for a specific drug (or drug combination). With a large enough dataset, including several treatment options (including non-pharmacological interventions), such a methodological approach should be useful to develop an algorithm that matches patients to the best treatment option among alternatives. In the immediate term, a machine-learned model offers clinicians a quick and accessible tool to predict whether a specific patient will...
respond to cilostatrop. The success of this general approach depends crucially on collection and sharing of large-scale, clinical-grade datasets.
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